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Mumbai, Dec 03: Top officials of the US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) have started
questioning Azmal Amir Kasab on Wednesday, the terrorist who was caught alive by
security forces, to obtain crucial leads into the last week’s deadly terror attacks in Mumbai.
Top investigating officials from Israel and Britain are also expected to join the FBI and
Indian intelligence officials later in questioning Kasab.
According to reports, the seven-member FBI team is providing technical support to Indian
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investigating agencies. The "crime-scene and
forensic experts" of FBI are carrying equipment
capable of detecting the type and origin of
ammunition and grenades used by the
terrorists, suspected to be from Pakistan.
The FBI sleuths, which registered a case in
connection with the audacious Mumbai serial
attack yesterday, are assisting Indian agencies
in cracking Internet telephony codes used by
terrorists of Lashker-e-Taiba.
The militants received calls via Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) from Pakistan and the
FBI, along with the Indian Intelligence agencies, is trying to break the code to see when
the calls started coming in on the phone besides ascertaining the instruments` previous
locations.
As per US laws, the FBI has to probe the death of any American citizen outside of the US
and later submit a chargesheet.
The FBI is also trying to ascertain the origin of the e-mail that was sent claiming
responsibility for the attacks and how many times it was opened in Pakistan.
The deciphered packets of the satellite conversation between the militants and their
handlers, and the air length frequency waves used for conversing on Internet are also
being examined.
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This is probably the second time after the infamous IC-814 hijacking that the FBI has

2000-reports_1527646.html)

registered a case in India. A US citizen - Jeanne Moore - was in the Indian Airlines aircraft
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that was hijacked.
According to reports, the FBI team is also trying to ascertain the involvement of global
terror group al Qaeda or its various franchisees in the Mumbai terror attacks.
Intelligence officials believe that Mumbai attacks could be part of a larger conspiracy to
gain favourable political outcomes for extremists.
Indian intelligence officials are convinced that the attack on Mumbai bears the hallmark of
Lashkar-e-Taiba, which was believed to be behind the 2001 attack on the Indian
Parliament.
The security agencies are also trying to obtain clues about the five missing terrorist who
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are believed to have escaped after the carnage amid concerns that they could strike again.
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